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Investment Process

We seek to invest in high-quality, undervalued businesses that offer the potential for superior risk/reward outcomes. The investment
universe is generally non-US equities with market caps below $5 billion.

Undervaluation

Determining the intrinsic value of a business is the heart of our research process. Intrinsic value represents the amount that a buyer
would pay to own a company’s future cash flows. We seek to invest at a significant discount to our estimate of the intrinsic value of
a business.

Business Quality

We seek to invest in companies with histories of generating strong free cash flow, improving returns on capital and strong competitive
positions in their industries.

Financial Strength

We believe that investing in companies with strong balance sheets helps to reduce the potential for capital risk and provides company
management the ability to build value when attractive opportunities are available.

Shareholder-Oriented Management

Our research process attempts to identify management teams with a history of building value for shareholders.

Portfolio Management

Beini Zhou, CFA

Co-Portfolio Manager

Anand Vasagiri

Co-Portfolio Manager

N. David Samra

Managing Director

Investment Results (%) Average Annual Total Returns

1.3919.015.03-1.70MSCI All Country World ex USA
Small Cap Index

3.59———20.807.82-5.33Institutional Class: ARHBX

3.48———20.627.72-5.42Advisor Class: ARDBX

Inception10 Yr5 Yr3 Yr1 YrYTDQTDAs of 30 September 2023

Source: Artisan Partners/MSCI. Returns for periods less than one year are not annualized. Class inception: Advisor (16 May 2022); Institutional (16 May 2022).

1.45/1.361.84/1.41Prospectus 30 Sep 20222,3,4

1.71/1.352.26/1.40Semi-Annual Report 31 Mar 20231,2,3

ARHBXARDBXExpense Ratios (% Gross/Net)

1Unaudited, annualized for the six-month period. 2Net expenses reflect a contractual expense limitation agreement in effect through 31 Jan 2024. 3See prospectus for further details. 4Includes estimated expenses for
the current fiscal year.

Past performance does not guarantee and is not a reliable indicator of future results. Investment returns and principal values will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed, may
be worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than that shown. Call 800.344.1770 for current to most recent month-end performance.



Quarterly Commentary

Artisan International Explorer Fund As of 30 September 2023

The Primacy of Doubt

This is the title of a book we read this summer. The subtitle is From

Quantum Physics to Climate Change, How the Science of Uncertainty Can

Help Us Understand Our Chaotic World. We’re clearly not going to

discuss quantum physics here, but one of the book’s central

arguments, which deals with uncertainty in weather forecasts, is very

much relevant to value investing.

If you ever wonder where the probability figure came from when your

phone’s weather app proclaims a 60% chance of rain tomorrow, it’s

largely due to the work of Tim Palmer. He is the book’s author and a

physics professor at the University of Oxford. Tim, along with his

peers, introduced probabilistic analysis into weather forecasting.

People the world over now take for granted probability figures

attached to major upcoming weather events. Few of them, though,

stop to ponder what that probability number means.

What does a 60% chance of rain really mean? If the day turns out to be

sunny, was the forecast necessarily wrong? Think of a more familiar

scenario: If you toss a loaded coin with a 60% chance of turning up

heads, there’s still a 40% chance your next toss turns up tails. If you

repeatedly toss the loaded coin, there’s a high certainty that heads

comes up roughly 60% of the time and tails comes up 40% of the

time. Now we can translate this back to weather forecasting. If the

same conditions that impact weather could be repeated in a

hypothetical trial, just like repeatedly tossing a coin, then that forecast

means 60% of the time it will rain and 40% of the time it will be sunny.

The forecast is not necessarily wrong if the event with favorable odds

doesn’t transpire.

Similarly, investing is fundamentally a probabilistic exercise, as the

future is inherently uncertain. Every stock we pick is based on

probabilities. What’s different from company to company is the

probability we attach to a sunny outcome, the event where a business

successfully compounds its value over time at a healthy rate. We often

mention our four key investment tenets: good business, good

management, good balance sheet and good price. There’s a good

reason for that—we believe the presence of all four tenets simply

maximizes our odds of a sunny outcome.

Moreover, in our investment strategy, we’re only trying to get

involved in scenarios where wrong decisions likely result in only

minimal capital loss. It’s heads we win, tails we don’t lose much. In

weather parlance, we try to build a portfolio filled with long-range

forecasts of more sun than rain. And if there is rain, it's more likely to

be a drizzle than a downpour. This is made possible when you have all

four tenets.

What We Bought and Sold in the Quarter

We initiated a position in Italy-based Sesa. Sesa is the largest Italian

information technology (IT) distributor with roughly half of the

domestic market share. In the faster growing cloud and enterprise

software business, its share is close to two-thirds. It’s been able to

steadily gain market share in the past decade through superior

organic execution and bolt-on acquisitions.

Whenever investors discuss a distributor business model, two

questions should immediately come to mind. First, whose products

are they distributing? In Sesa’s case, it distributes products, primarily

software rather than hardware, on behalf of IT vendors such as Cisco,

Oracle, Microsoft and IBM. Compared to hardware, software sales are

generally stickier and have a higher margin. Second, who is buying

from the distributor? Sesa sells primarily to Italy’s small and medium-

sized enterprises (SMEs). Its sweet spot is companies with revenue of a

few hundred million euros and a few hundred employees. We believe

Sesa’s SME customers pose a low disintermediation risk. A large

enterprise, such as an S&P 500 company, can go directly to IT vendors

such as Microsoft. But that is not realistic for an SME as it's not cost

efficient for Microsoft to deal directly with a large number of small

customers. So, in general, when a market has a fragmented vendor

base on one side and a fragmented customer base on the other,

there’s naturally a value-added role for a distributor to play in the

middle. This is exactly where Sesa operates in Italy’s IT sector.

However, the emergence of cloud hyper-scalers in the past decade

seems to have changed the dynamic described above. With no more

than a handful of cloud hyper-scalers, such as AWS or Microsoft Azure,

the vendor base is no longer as fragmented. What’s the

disintermediation risk in the cloud era? We believe a well-run

distributor still has a significant value-added role, because Sesa is a bit

like Switzerland in that it has no ties to IT vendors. It can play a neutral

role in offering an optimal (multi or hybrid-cloud) solution for end

customers. If those customers go directly to AWS or Azure, then they

run the risk of vendor lock-in, which has been a real and rising risk in

recent years.

Sesa is controlled by a few of the founding families, but it is now run

by a very able and professional CEO, who has skin in the game

through material equity ownership. Another shareholder is Tamburi

Investment Partners, a locally listed investment manager that

established a minority stake in 2019. Tamburi doesn’t act like a private

equity shop, as far as we can tell. It has had a good track record of

investing in Italian SMEs without taking excessive leverage, and it has

held onto many of its investments for a long period of time. We view

its presence as a major plus.

Sesa’s share price is down nearly 50% since peaking in late 2021,

despite its double-digit organic growth rate in recent periods. The

market may be concerned about disintermediation risk, but we are

still believers for the reasons outlined above. We bought shares at

around 13X P/E ex net cash.

We did not sell any names this quarter.



Top Contributors and Detractors

We underperformed our benchmark by over 350bps for the quarter

but remain materially ahead of our benchmark year to date. As a

reminder, our goal is NOT to outperform every single quarter. Our

goal is long-term capital appreciation and outperformance over a

multiyear period without taking undue risks.

In order to accomplish this, we allocate capital to businesses trading

at a substantial discount to our estimates of their intrinsic values.

These discounts can persist or widen as investors bid up other more

popular stocks. However, over longer periods of time we believe stock

prices and underlying business values must ultimately converge. This

has been our experience, and it is the principle that guides us as we

continue to execute our time-tested value investment strategy.

Our top two largest contributors in Q3 were Care Ratings and Impro

Precision Industries.

Care Ratings is the second-largest credit rating agency in India. It is

equivalent to S&P and Moody’s in the US. Credit rating agencies play a

critical role in the proper functioning of a credit market—they judge

the creditworthiness of credit securities such as bonds or bank loans.

They effectively give stamps of approval to credit issuers, like banks or

corporates. In fact, institutional investors would have little appetite to

purchase an unrated credit instrument. The Indian market is

dominated by three players—CRISIL (controlled by S&P), Care and

ICRA (controlled by Moody’s). We consider it a great business because

it has a huge barrier to entry with a high return on capital.

Care reported good earnings in the quarter, which contributed to its

positive share price performance. But we believe there’s also a strong

macro tailwind emerging. After suffering from a decade-long slump in

capital expenditure (capex), it appears India is finally starting to rev up

its capex engine. The country not only needs a lot of infrastructure

spending, but it will likely see a surge in newmanufacturing capacity

due to global geopolitical tensions. More capex means more credit

issuances and credit ratings.

Lastly, late in the quarter, news came out that India’s local bonds will

be included in JPMorgan’s emerging market bond index. This will

encourage foreign investors to participate in India’s local bond market

and will boost the domestic credit rating industry.

Impro is a Chinese industrial precision components maker listed in

Hong Kong. It specializes in a manufacturing method called casting.

The method differs from other manufacturing processes (e.g., forging

and machining) as it involves pouring molten materials into a mold

cavity that takes the shape of the finished part. Casting might sound

simple on paper, but the technique requires years of process know-

how. If you’re familiar with Precision Castparts, which is owned by

Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway, then you can loosely consider

Impro as the Precision Castparts of China. Beyond its relatively high

gross margin of nearly 30% and operating margin above 15%, Impro

stands out from the sea of Chinese competitors in two other ways.

First, exports to multinational customers, such as Cummins or

Caterpillar, account for nearly 80% of its revenue, so the impact of

China’s recent economic slowdown has not been as significant as one

might assume. Second, it has a global manufacturing footprint with

plants in Germany, Turkey and Mexico. We visited its new Mexican

plant late last year and were impressed with its scale and

sophistication. This plant will clearly help Impro better serve its

US-based customers.

Our top four detractors, Glenveagh, M&C Saatchi, Alten and Zuken,

were all among our top 10 positions.

After being a top contributor last quarter, Glenveagh, one of the

biggest homebuilders in Ireland, gave back those gains this quarter.

Rising interest rates are hurting investor sentiment toward this sector.

At the fundamental level, however, the business is in great shape. It

provided a robust outlook in September. The permit bottleneck it

reported half a year ago has been largely removed. This gives

Glenveagh good visibility into its strong permitted pipeline. The

company is nowmore confident about doubling its earnings per

share next year. Beyond next year, we believe it can continue to grow

earnings per share at a close to double-digit compound annual

growth rate in a still very fragmented industry. We are hard-pressed to

find another major homebuilder in any country with this kind of

growth prospect. For such a business, we’re paying less than net asset

value on the balance sheet. We added to the position in the quarter.

M&C Saatchi continued to be a major detractor. As our largest

position, it can often have a significant performance impact in any

given period. As mentioned above, we’re perfectly fine with big

quarterly swings, as long as we continue to believe in the company’s

long-term fundamentals. We believe M&C Saatchi’s long-term

prospects are significantly better after its CEO resigned and the new

chairwoman stepped in as interim CEO. The chairwoman has a strong

track record of building shareholder value and is taking a more

aggressive approach to the existing cost-cutting plan. In addition to

shutting down or drastically downsizing money-losing businesses,

she’s taking a fine-tooth comb through its cost base, mostly in three

areas: people, procurement and facilities. She’s doing all the things

that we like to see as a major shareholder. The company recently

announced roughly GBP 10 million annual cost savings that will be

realized over the coming year. Given its conservatism, we’d be

disappointed if the eventual number does not materially exceed this

announced figure. For a business with roughly GBP 250 million of

revenue, these cost savings will materially boost its already double-

digit operating margin. On the other hand, the short-term focused

market has negatively interpreted the CEO resignation news. We took



advantage of the share price weakness to add to our already

large position.

Alten, headquartered in France, is one of the world’s biggest providers

of outsourced R&D engineering services. It services a diverse range of

end markets, including auto, aerospace and defense, telecom,

multimedia, energy, life sciences, IT and finance, with no single end

market accounting for more than 20% of its revenue. For example, if

Volkswagen were to approach it for development help on its next-

generation electric vehicle platform, Alten would assign a team of

engineers to work closely with the auto company. We’ve owned this

name since inception. The market reacted negatively to its first half

2023 results. While Alten continued to grow organically at an

impressive double-digit rate, personnel cost inflation and dilution

from bolt-on M&A activity squeezed its margin on a year-over-year

basis. The weaker margin does not bother us since we knew last year’s

11% operating margin was unsustainably high. We were already using

a lower 10% operating margin in our valuation. The company is run by

an owner-operator we highly respect who is still the largest

shareholder with close to a 15% stake. We used the share price

weakness to add to our position.

Zuken is a Japanese electronic design automation (EDA) software

player. Engineers in the electronic and semiconductor industries use

EDA software to design chips as well as all kinds of electronic

components. Zuken is a major global player in two specific product

lines: printed circuit board design and cable wire harnessing design.

It’s a rare Japanese software pure play that’s globally competitive.

We’ve owned this business since inception. It reported good top-line

growth but a weak bottom-line result this quarter, which it explained

was due to product development related investments. We believe this

is indeed the case through our due diligence in the prior quarter.

Earlier in June, we attended its annual customer summit in the US and

had the chance to chat with many of its customers. It’s worth noting

that this event’s target audience was US-based customers. We were

one of the very few foreign investors who took advantage of this

opportunity to learn more about its business. Short-term earnings

fluctuations notwithstanding, we came away feeling better about the

short-term investments it’s making and more confident about its

long-term growth prospects. We added to the position in the quarter.

Detractions from the above four names accounted for the vast

majority of our underperformance in the quarter. When you look at

the four—an Irish homebuilder, a UK advertising agency, a French

outsourced engineering service provider and a Japanese industrial

design software house—what ties them together in terms of

performance drivers? Nothing. Each is idiosyncratic. The only

commonality is that we added to our positions in each one because

despite the primacy of market doubt, our confidence in the

probability of their sunny outcomes remain.

ARTISAN CANVAS

Timely insights and updates from our investment teams and             

firm leadership

Visit www.artisancanvas.com 
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Carefully consider the Fund’s investment objective, risks and charges and expenses. This and other important information is contained in the Fund's prospectus and summary prospectus, which can be obtained by
calling 800.344.1770. Read carefully before investing.

Current and future portfolio holdings are subject to risk. The value of portfolio securities selected by the investment team may rise or fall in response to company, market, economic, political, regulatory or other news, at times
greater  than  the  market  or  benchmark  index.  A  portfolio’s  environmental,  social  and  governance  (“ESG”)  considerations  may  limit  the  investment  opportunities  available  and,  as  a  result,  the  portfolio  may  forgo  certain
investment opportunities and underperform portfolios that do not consider ESG factors. International investments involve special risks, including currency fluctuation, lower liquidity, different accounting methods and economic
and  political  systems,  and  higher  transaction  costs.  These  risks  typically  are  greater  in  emerging  and  less  developed  markets,  including  frontier  markets.  Such  risks  include  new and  rapidly  changing  political  and  economic
structures, which may cause instability; underdeveloped securities markets; and higher likelihood of high levels of inflation, deflation or currency devaluations. Securities of small- and medium-sized companies tend to have a
shorter history of operations, be more volatile and less liquid and may have underperformed securities of large companies during some periods. Value securities may underperform other asset types during a given period.

MSCI All Country World ex USA Small Cap Index measures the performance of small-cap companies in developed markets and emerging markets excluding the US. S&P 500® Index measures the performance of 500 US companies focused on
the large-cap sector of the market. The JPMorgan Government Bond Index-Emerging Market Index suite is made up of comprehensive emerging market debt benchmarks that track bonds issued by emerging market governments denominated in
the local currency of the issuer. The index(es) are unmanaged; include net reinvested dividends; do not reflect fees or expenses; and are not available for direct investment.

The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) is the exclusive intellectual property of MSCI Inc. (MSCI) and Standard & Poor’s Financial Services, LLC (S&P). Neither MSCI, S&P, their affiliates, nor any of their third party providers (“GICS
Parties”) makes any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to GICS or the results to be obtained by the use thereof, and expressly disclaim all warranties, including warranties of accuracy, completeness, merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose. The GICS Parties shall not have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of such damages.

MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations and shall  have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used to create indices or financial
products. This report is not approved or produced by MSCI.

This summary represents the views of the portfolio managers as of 30 Sep 2023. Those views may change, and the Fund disclaims any obligation to advise investors of such changes. For the purpose of determining the Fund’s holdings,
securities of the same issuer are aggregated to determine the weight in the Fund. These holdings comprise the following percentages of the Fund's total net assets (including all classes of shares) as of 30 Sep 2023: M&C Saatchi PLC 8.1%,
Glenveagh Properties PLC 6.3%, Care Ratings Ltd 4.1%, Zuken Inc 4.1%, Alten SA 4.0%, Impro Precision Industries Ltd 3.5%, Sesa SpA 1.5%. Securities named in the Commentary, but not listed here are not held in the Fund as of the date of
this report. Portfolio holdings are subject to change without notice and are not intended as recommendations of individual securities. All information in this report, unless otherwise indicated, includes all classes of shares (except performance and
expense ratio information) and is as of the date shown in the upper right hand corner. This material does not constitute investment advice.

ESG assessments represent one of many pieces of research available and the degree to which it impacts holdings may vary based on manager discretion.

Attribution  is  used  to  evaluate  the  investment  management  decisions  which  affected  the  portfolio’s  performance  when  compared  to  a  benchmark  index.  Attribution  is  not  exact,  but  should  be  considered  an  approximation  of  the  relative
contribution of each of the factors considered.

This material is provided for informational purposes without regard to your particular investment needs and shall not be construed as investment or tax advice on which you may rely for your investment decisions. Investors should consult their
financial and tax adviser before making investments in order to determine the appropriateness of any investment product discussed herein.

Free Cash Flow is a measure of financial performance calculated as operating cash flow minus capital expenditures. Return on Capital (ROC) is a measure of how effectively a company uses the money (borrowed or owned) invested in its
operations. Net Cash is a figure that is reported on a company's financial statements. It is calculated by subtracting a company's total liabilities from its total cash. Price-to-Earnings (P/E) ex-Cash is a valuation ratio of a company's current
share price excluding cash holdings compared to its per-share earnings. Earnings per Share (EPS) is the portion of a company's profit allocated to each outstanding share of common stock. Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) is the
year-over-year average growth rate of an investment over a period of time. It is calculated by taking the nth root of the total percentage growth rate, where n is the number of years in the period being considered.

Artisan Partners Funds offered through Artisan Partners Distributors LLC (APDLLC), member FINRA. APDLLC is a wholly owned broker/dealer subsidiary of Artisan Partners Holdings LP. Artisan Partners Limited Partnership, an investment advisory
firm and adviser to Artisan Partners Funds, is wholly owned by Artisan Partners Holdings LP.

© 2023 Artisan Partners. All rights reserved.
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